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ABSTRACT

The application of training group (T-Group) dynamics in teaching emotional intelligence
(EQ) offers a promising methodology for raising self and social awareness, for practicing authentic
communication among group participants, and for enhancing emotionally intelligent behaviors.
This paper discusses how the particular needs of an EQ-training program can be effectively served
with a well-managed T-Group experience.  It also addresses questions about “why are we doing
this?” which inevitably emerge from the frustrations of T-Group participation.

The T-Group has been a viable learning modality for 60 years, and has seen myriad changes
in its intended use and its application procedures over that time. This paper presents a model that
is significantly truncated from the original T-Group format, and, as such, is more adaptable to
short-term training interventions, as well as to MBA and management development courses that
meet in short sessions.

GOALS OF TEACHING EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

In a nutshell, developing emotional intelligence is about learning how to “show up as
yourself” – and by doing so adding the most value that you are capable of adding to your
organization, to your family, and to your community.  It’s about being in sustained relationship with
your colleagues, family members, and friends, and about showing up in those relationships as an
autonomous, individuated, authentic self.

To get the most from its workforce, every organization needs to have authentic,
differentiated individuals showing up as themselves – telling their truths, saying what they mean,
facilitating open communication, and implementing authentic data flow that is critical to the
organization’s success.

In teaching emotional intelligence, we begin by positing the model of an intersection of
interpersonal relations that juxtaposes competing innate tendencies to be both connected and
separated, the Conviction/Connection Model (see Diagram 1).  We all have a fundamental desire,
and need, to be differentiated individuals, having our own thoughts, beliefs, values, desires, and
feelings. We call that tendency “conviction” – where we are embracing our individuality in the face
of other people and other forces.  In Diagram 1 the conviction axis runs from the polar extremes of
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fixed rigidity to complete malleability (“wishy-washy”). We also have a competing fundamental
need to be connected to other human beings, to be part of a social system.  We call that tendency
“connection” – where we gravitate toward relating to the people around us.  In Diagram 1, the
connection axis runs from the extremes of total “cut-off” to total fusion.

Conviction and connection are inherently opposing forces, and the goal of teaching
emotional intelligence is to help individuals balance these tendencies. By “balance” we mean
mitigate the extreme positions and lean toward the intersection of these opposing forces. The center
of this model is a space where you know who you are and are open to receiving ideas from others
(conviction), where you are present, engaged, and value the feelings of others while also being
aware of your own feelings (connection). Whether in business or personal relationships, achieving
this balance of fundamental needs allows you to best make your authentic contribution, to remain
in sustained relationship, and to be at your most valuable and productive.  Diagram 1, courtesy of
the management consulting firm Teams & Leaders, depicts this tension and provides a visual
mapping for the goals of emotional intelligence training – specifically helping learners to move
toward the intersection of these axes.

In summary, enhancing one’s EQ is about moving toward the intersection of conviction and
connection, and being there, in sustained relationship, with one’s authentic self – with the true
values, beliefs, wants, feelings and thoughts that comprise that self.  That is why self awareness is
foundational to emotional intelligence.  We need to know who we are, authentically, in order to
show up at that intersection as our true selves.  What is our essence?  What do we value, care about,
want, feel, think, and believe?

THE “T GROUP” – SOME BACKGROUND

The “T Group” has been used as a training tool for over a half century, having originated in
the National Training Laboratories (NTL) in Bethel, Maine, in 1947.  The principal pioneers in
developing T-Groups were, first and foremost, Kurt Lewin (although he died before the T-Group
became the basic training format for the NTL’s Human Relations Laboratory), followed by Kenneth
Benne, Ron Lippitt and Leland Bradford (Benne, 1964).

In brief, the T Group is a vehicle for learning about yourself, about your impact on others,
and about adopting behaviors that enhance your effectiveness in group and interpersonal encounters.
This is accomplished by assembling a small group, usually from 6 to 8 individuals, for the purpose
of exploring their own behaviors when they are interacting with each other in a closed system.  The
process of personal exploration and evaluation is augmented by feedback from a second group of
individuals who observe the members of the first group as they interact with each other.  In addition,
a T-Group trainer provides structure to the group, and serves four key functions that are critical to
a successful T-Group learning experience: emotional stimulation, caring, meaning attribution, and
executive function (Lieberman, et al, 1973).

When we look at a partial list of the goals of T-Group training, it becomes readily apparent
that this is a good fit for pedagogy in teaching emotional intelligence:

1.  To increase awareness of your own feelings in the moment
2.  To increase awareness of the impact of your behavior on others
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3.  To enhance your skills in giving and receiving feedback
4.  To enhance your skills in managing and learning from conflict
5.  To gain knowledge of group dynamics and team development
6.  To gain and practice skills in facilitating group processes
7.  To heighten your awareness of and sensitivity to the feelings of others
8.  To hone your interpersonal communication skills
9.  To clarify responsibility for your feelings, thoughts, and actions
10.  To learn to make conscious choices, in the moment, that reflect your authenticity

Participants in T-Group training are coaxed and coached to be mindful and authentic.  The
structure and basic ground rules are both simple and frustrating.  Participants sit in a circle and
engage in spontaneous interaction.  They are told to remain in the present and in the confines of the
circle – in the here and now.  They are coached to be present with their own feelings, thoughts,
wants, and sensory awareness – in essence, to be mindful of their authenticity in the moment.  A
facilitator or facilitators will intervene, intrusively and often irritatingly, to keep the participants in
the “here and now” and authentic with their verbal and nonverbal interactions.

To say the least, beginning practitioners find the format frustrating, irritating, uncomfortable,
aggravating, challenging – and a bit weird.   After a modicum of practice, however, most
participants rise to the challenge, begin sanctioning their own departures from the “here and now,”
and appreciate the learning that emerges from this unique methodology.  And they begin to see the
connection to enhancing EQ behaviors, especially the constant struggle to remain in sustained
relationship while showing up as authentic, autonomous individuals.

T-GROUP BASICS

Before we describe what a T-Group session might look like, let’s clarify some basic rules
about what a T-Group is and does, and what it is not and does not do.  A T-Group:

• DOES encourage participants to share their emotional reactions to their fellow participants’ words and gestures
– that is, to share truthful feedback.

• DOES NOT encourage participants to share opinions, judgments, or conclusions – that is, to offer evaluative
and subjective feedback.

• DOES encourage participants to remain in the “here and now” with their fellow participants.

• DOES NOT encourage digression to the “there and then” – to a space and time away from the present time and
present circle of participants.

• DOES encourage participants to be their authentic selves – to show up as themselves.

• DOES NOT encourage participants to be phony – to show up in roles other than as themselves.

The T-Group trainer intervenes to help participants speak their truths (to be themselves) and
remain in the here and now.  A skillful trainer helps participants learn from what is transpiring in
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their group.  He or she creates the physical structure for the group, helps the group commit to norms
and rules that support the learning process (for example, an agreement to stay in the here and now),
monitors compliance with these group norms (for example, intrudes when a group member drifts
from the here and now), and supports the T-Group development with training in communication,
feedback, coaching, and listening skills.

We realize that this brief description of the leader’s role leaves much to the reader’s
imagination.  Without many hours of practice both as a participant and as a T-Group facilitator,
much about the workings of T-Groups will remain somewhat abstract and inaccessible.  The brief
simulation of T-Group interactions and leader interventions that follows may at least pique your
interest in this training innovation – it will not, regrettably, make clear and comprehensible the
structure and dynamics of an effective T-Group experience.


